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The company currently has 21studios pan India, and is still in process of opening furthermore. By the
company is aiming to open 30 more to round the number to 50 experience studios. Another brand would be
lenskart. That said, as more people learn about the diverse range of items that can be successfully purchased
online, other demographics will do more online CPG shopping. Millennial shoppers aged were the largest
group in each country surveyed except the UK to only or mostly undertake their shopping for CPG products
online. In March , Periscope by McKinsey surveyed more than 2, consumers around the world including 1, in
the U. People of every age group use the internet to shop for CPG goods, but certain demographics are more
likely than others to do so. In all of the markets surveyed by Periscope by McKinsey, the findings revealed
that at least 70 percent of the respondents are undertaking some form of online CPG shopping activity.
Similarly, the online purchasing behaviors of those aged surpassed those in the age group in Germany and
France. CPGs should focus on managing both digital stores and key account relations for digital, including
assessing online channel performance, understanding how consumers shop a category online, and identifying
innovation opportunities from online trends. This paper critically evaluates how these experience studios are
benefiting the online retailer and are they really helping the brands to overcome the major challenges of
eCommerce. And for more recent research that can help marketers, read this article on a study about creating
engaging social ads. These experience studios are physical point of touch of the virtual retailer, where
customers get the opportunity to see the product collection in real and place the order. Despite the perception
of American being the most tech savvy nation, French 40 percent and UK 39 percent consumers exhibiting the
greatest balance of multichannel shopping preferences followed by German 33 percent and then U. Brands
include Warby Parker, Bonobos and Birchbox and Athleta, Blue Nile, Rent the Runway, Trunk Club which
are strong online brands, who are opening experience stores in multiple international locations. Retailers also
know that customers like the convenience of shopping online and picking up their merchandise the same day
at a nearby location, or when the purchase does not work out, returning the merchandise to a nearby store.
According to the researchers, beauty and personal care products topped the shopping list for consumers in
France 47 percent , the UK and Germany 46 percent , and the U. At the end of the day, leading CPG
organizations will evaluate their broader channel strategy and make the necessary investment in their omni
channel brand experience. Though one could probably buy anything they need from online shops, the survey
found that consumers had definite preferences when it came to the CPG products they were willing to buy
online. Like many other industries that were once dominated by offline sellers, the new research shows the
CPG transactions are increasingly happening on the internet. It also goes through the impact these experience
stores have made on the e-tailing. Published on: Apr 16, The opinions expressed here by Inc. More from Inc.
In diverse markets across the globe, a significant number of consumers are relying on the internet to shop. But
as time passed its evident that the e-retailers are now Even in this report, the digital channel predilection of
millennials were closely matched in many markets by those aged and  This preference toward non-perishable
goods can be seen in other parts of the research. They want to see the merchandise, touch it, and try it on,
which can only be done in a physical store. For example, non-perishable items like canned goods are more
likely to be bought online than something like bread.


